
 

            
 

     

Litzy Gorduno Grade 1 G/K.  Upcycling remote learning 20’ 

 



Teacher reply: Litzy I love the birds eye view of the 7 containers it looks like a flower design!  The Earth day theme that you put around the 

outside was so clever. I like how you used the blue painter’s tape as the ocean water. Its so nice you know have a place to store all you supplies 

for online learning  
 

    
Mathew Rodriquez- Grade 1 G/K                          Upcycling remote learning 20’ 
 

 Wow Mathew! What a great looking tractor trailer. You used so many recyclables, cardboard, cartons, and 
plastic.  What kind of products are you hauling?  You could put picture details of those products on the side of 
your truck if you wanted to identify what is being transported by your truck. I bet with enough time you could 
make a whole convoy of trucks to play with!  
 



    Hooray your making another truck and I see you identified what the truck is hauling! 
 

     

Ashley Alvizures 4 V/G- Upcycling remote learning 20’ 

 



 

Student Said, “This is My project I made this from a water bottle, and I painted it 

green. Also, I put tape in the middle for design so that area wouldn’t have any paint. 

Teacher reply: Ashley, great first attempt at upcycling; taking something designated for the trash and using it to help you 

organize your materials. I love that your design it to have a handle. I like the technique you used to mask out the paint in 

the middle of the bottle so we can see better into the cup 

 
 

How many reusable resources can you make art with? 
 



Benjamin Sierra Grade 4 V/G                                             Upcycling remote learning 20’ 

 
Teacher reply: 

Benjamin this is so impressive. You used so many recyclable materials that may otherwise ended up in the garbage. It seems 

like your intention was to draw attention to all the hard work that is going on in hospitals like NUMC by doctors and nurses! I 

also love your positive love and hope message to the Hempstead community! Great Job! Do you know anyone who is currently 

working there? What was your inspiration for this idea? 



            
                           Alexander Ali          Plastic Pencil Organizer                Perfume Bottle   Bank            

 

Teacher reply:  Alexander 2 great useful Ideas!  For fun you should estimate how much money you will have when you finally 
fill that whole perfume bottle up! I am glad you completed your project, but I would really love if you could try to be more 
consistent about attending our Zoom sessions. I have so many fun things we do related to this upcycling lesson that I want to 
share with you. I can’t wait to see what you do with our next challenge! “ 


